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mantram, Hansa and the mantra known as Srisukta, After
having placed the bricks and the pitchers with these mantras,
worship the God Hari in a bed, in the Eastern part of the
mystic diagram (mandal), and light up the the sacrificial fire
and offer oblation to the god Agni with twelve pieces of
samid (branches of sacrificial trees) (4—9). The Agfidrajya
(the quarter residue of the sacrificial clarified butter after
dividing the same into four parts in the sacrificial pot, three
quarter of which can be offered as oblations without purifica-
tion) shall be purified with the pranab mantra (Om), and the
eight oblations, and subsequent to that, eight oblations of
clarified butter will be given with the mantras known as
Byaritis (10). After that, offer oblation in fire to the gods
Lokesha, Agni, Soma, Abgraha and Purusottama with the
Byariti mantras (11). After that the guru or the Brarohin
performing and officiating at the sacrificical ceremony, shall
perform the Pryaschitta, (ceremony for the expiation of sins)
facing (the Eastern quarter of the firmament, in the eight
pitchers, and shall separately spatter black Tils (sesamum
orientale) in all the eight directions, soaked in clarified
butter, and shall place pitcher and a brick in the centre, and
invoke therein the following celestial emblems and animals
viz., the Padma% Makapadma, 'Makart (a kind of sea animal)
Kacchap (tortoise), Kumadam, Nanda, Padma% Sankhya and
Padmini (14—15). The pitchers must not be removed, am!
a brick is to be immersed into er-:h of those eight pitchers,
starting with the pitcher to the east of the Mandal, ami \
ending with one situate at the north east corner thereof
The [Sakti (personifications of divine energy) Bfmala and her
companions are the presiding deities of the aforesaid brkks,
and each one of them is to be invoked in her proper pitcher,
the Safeti Anugraha being invoked in the central one (16).
Tfee priest, who is- the inhabitant of that excellent country
Madhyadesha, shall cause the bricks to be immersed with
tbt following mantras.

